LIST OF ACCEPTED APPLICANTS
SY 2014-2015

Please be reminded that there are limited slots and you are therefore encouraged to confirm your slot early on 26 to 28 March 2014 from 9:00am to 12:00pm, 1:00pm to 3:00 pm. You may check the Confirmation Procedures on the ASMPH Website starting 17 March 2014.

Welcome to ATENEO DE MANILA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

ABACAN, RAPHAEL LOPEZ
ACUIN, MIGUEL ENRICO SANTOS
ADVINCULA, WESLEY DANIEL CASTOR
ALDEA, MICHAELA PAULA MANLAPAZ
ALMEDA, FREDERICK RAMOS
ALONZO, RAPHAEL ALMEDA
ALUMNO, SEAN NICCOLO LAUREANO
ANAPI, GERAMYL RAMOS
AQUINO, MARY MICHAELA GRACE LAGUNDAY
ARANETA, MICHAELA FRANCESCA THERESE LIBORO
ARBOLEDA, JEFFREY SIMPAO
ARZADON, ANTONIO GABRIEL PADUA
BACAREZA, MAXINE NICOLE CARRILLO
BAGUIO, IMMANUEL SARAH RUBIO
BALBA, LIANNE JANELLE ASLARONA
BARZAGA, MELINA TRINIDAD
BENIPAYO, MARIEL ANNE QUIZAYAN
BERMUDEZ, MARIA ANGELA VALERA
BIHAG, JAYANNE MENDOZA
BUENASEDA, ARJOHN ABARINTOS

CABADDU, HADEZA PAGADUAN
CABAÑA, CHARMAIN JOY ANDOY
CABATUANDO, ANNA CHARINA REBULTAN
CALUYA, CONSTANTINO ALANO
CANON, SAMANTHA MIKHELA ANGALA
CAPINPUYAN, AIMIE LORRAINE CO
CASES, PATRICIA LOUISE AGUILERA
CASING, KARINA ROSE TAN
CASIPIT, BRUCE ADRIAN CANONIGO
CEMBRANO, DIANDRA LOURDES DIAZ
CHAN, JOE MARIE CORRALES
CHAN, KARL FRANCIS YAP
CHAN, KOREEN BLOSSOM TIAN
CHAN, YASMIN MARIZ IGNACIO
CHANCO, MARIE ELISE DOMINIQUE YUJUICO
CHAPLIN, BREAANN KATRINA ROSALES
CHIONG, MARY JOYCE WAY
CHUA, AMARA CAMILLE ONG
CHUA, ANDREW PHILIP UYHAM
CHUA, JERRICH ENHAN BINO

* Please call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for further information on your application

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 22 MARCH 2014. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.
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[Signature]
* Please call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for further information on your application.

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 22 MARCH 2014. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.
LAZARO, BETINA THERESE CASTRO  
LAZATIN, TOMAS III INOCENCIO  
LIM, PATRICIA ABIGAIL CALIMLIM  
LINTAN, JOHN MARLON BUNAG  
LOPEZ, NASTASIA ALEXI DRUECO  
LOZADA, CHARMAINE LOUISE YAP  
LUSICA, PATRICIA MARIE MORTOS  
LUY, CARLO EMMANUEL FONG  
MACAPAGAL, NATASHA DARYLE CO  
MACARAEG, CHEF STAN LUCENA  
MACROHON, DANIEL MANUEL, JR. OCAMPO  
MAGALONG, JAIME ANTONIO TOLIBAS  
MALABANAN, JULIAN RAFAELLO CABANOS  
MALLILLIN, CAMILLE CHANTAL MANLAPAZ  
MANGINSAY, MIKHAIL CLYDE ABABA  
MAÑIBO, BENJAMIN GINO KARAOS  
MAPILI, JERAMEEEL ALESON LOPEZ  
MARAMAG, FAYE ANTONETTE EVANGELISTA  
MARTIA, ANTONI ANDREU MEDINA  
MARTIN, MARIA FELISA EVA BAUTISTA  
MARTINEZ, MIGUEL JUSTIN LEELIN  
MARZO, EMIL LORENZO ACOSTA  
MEDINA, KRYZKA MENDOZA  
MENDOZA, ELISA FRANCESCA GOZON  
MENDOZA, JOSE CARLO LOPEZ  
MONTEBLANCO, CARLO DE PERIO  
NACITA, ESTHER ANN BURDEOS  
NAGUIT, MAUREEN ANNE ASUNCION  
NERIC, JUAN ANTONIO RAMOS  
NICANOR, ADEODATUS VITO SILVA  
ODESTE, DANIELLE CARMELA ODFINA  
ONG, SHEENA ABIGAIL YU  
ORTIZ, LENARD GABRIEL TUASON  
ORTIZ, YSABEL HEBRON  
OSI, RAIZA MAE MEJIA  
PALMA, ERLICA FLORIANE MANGAOGANG  
PARILLA, ANGELICA TALENTO  
PECACHE, NEIL ERIC LUCIANO  
PERALTA, JEREMIAH VINOA  
PEREZ, CLARENCE NICOLE TAN  
PILASPILAS, MARC JULIEN SACRO  
PONSWRONE, KIMBERLY VERONICA  
PUA, MARIA JANELLA ANDREA LIM  
PUSPOS, EANA NOELLE ALGO  
QUE, RAIISSA MAXINE TANTUCO  
QUINTIN, MA. PATRICIA MAE JIMENA  
QUIWA, KATHRYN GAYLE SANCHEZ  
RELLORA, LOUIS ALFRED RECIO  
REMUDARO, PAULO ALVAREZ  
REYES, HANNAH BETTINA VILLARAN  
REYES, KRISTOFER DUMADA-OG  
REYES, MA. BITUIN SIAZON  
ROBREDO, JANINE PATRICIA GERONA  
ROQUE, MARIAN LUISA ABAD  
RUBIO, SANIE LOU NAIDAS  
RUIZ, CHRISTIAN FRANCO GONZALES  
SALAZAR, ROXANNE LOUISE COLINARES  
SALINDO, ELYSSF SUMALPONG  
SANTOS, ADRIAN CARL CHUA  
SANTOS, ARMAIN BEL VILLAMOR  
SANTOS, JUSTIN JED GUCELA  
SANTOS, TEEJAY ANTHONY BALOBALO  
SONG, ALBERT LOPEZ  
SOON, JON MICHAEL VINCENT GELACIO  
STA. MARIA, MAXINE CAMELA SY  
SUAREZ, CARLO ANTONIO LAIGO  
SY, CHRISTOPHER ALLU SOLIVEN  
TAGRA II, ELMER CLARIDAD  
TAGUIBATO, JERSON JERICK NGO  
TAN, DIANE ANGELI KENG  
TAN, ERON ALLEN CAMITAN  
TAN, JOANNE JENNIFER ESPINA  
TAN, MARC TIMOTHY CALIMBAHIN  
TAN, SHEILA MAE GONZALES  

* Please call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for further information on your application  

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 22 MARCH 2014. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.  
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LIST OF WAITLISTED APPLICANTS
SY 2014-2015

Please be advised that inquiries about the status of your application shall ONLY be entertained beginning 01 April 2014.

welcome to
ATENEO DE MANILA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

ALCANTARA, PATRICIA MEDINA
ANDUJARE, KRISTINE MAE BAUTISTA
ATILANO, NINO JOSE ALBERTO DIRECTO
AZARRAGA, CHRISTOPHER EDUARD LARRAGA
BALBOA, EMELYN GUEVARRA
BESABE, NEIL OWENS SANTOS
BOLLOZOS, ISABEL KRISTA CANADA *
CABELLO, ROYCE IAN SANTOS
CAPISTRANO, DAVID ANGELO ZALVIDEA
CERAFTA, CHRISTIAN LONTOC
DACALANIO, TERESA DOMINGO
DELA ROSA, JOHN ALEXIS GARCIA
DIAZ, ANN MARGARET DUMAYAS
ESCANDOR, SORAYA ELISSE ESPADERO
GO, NATHAN OLIVER SYQUIATCO
LAGDAN, ANGELICA KRISTINE LAMBARICIO
LEONIO, MARIA ISABEL GALVEZ
MACALALAD, ERIKA AGUILAR
MADLANSACAY, MICHAEL DE VERA
MANUEL, ROBERT ANTONIO LEGASPI
PARANGAT, JOHN KELLY RAMOS

* Please call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for further information on your application

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 22 MARCH 2014. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.
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RABARA, BEN PAOLO CECILIA
SAPAULA, SARAH MAYE SANTOS
SELGA, EPHRAIM ARELLANO
SISON, CAMILLE VICTORIA GUZMAN
SISON, JUAN MIGUEL SIY
SOLLANO, JOSE LUIS MATTHIAS III Z.
TIU, WILLIAM JR. CAHILIG

Nothing follows.

RACHELLE G. DE VERA
Admissions Officer

NOTED BY:

MA. LUZ CASIMIRO-QUERUBIN, MD, FPPA
Associate Dean
Chair - Admissions Committee

MANUEL M. DAYRIT, MD, MSQ
Dean
Chair – Admissions Council

* Please call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for further information on your application.

YOUR ASMPH ONLINE ACCOUNT WILL BE UPDATED WITH YOUR DOCUMENTS, NMAT AND REQUIRED SUBJECTS ON OR BEFORE 22 MARCH 2014. You may call the Admissions Office at (02) 706.3085 to 87 local 3012 for admissions inquiries.
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